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Overview
This audit includes the following user-interactable
contracts in Ooze Finance's presale:
PrivatePresale
PublicPresale
PresaleAllocation
Note: This audit does not include the PreLaunchMinter.
Interact with that contract at your own risk.

Project Summary
Project Name

Ooze Finance

Network

Fantom

Language

Solidity

What is a Deep Logic Audit?
A deep logic smart contract audit is a human-driven code review that checks
all of the code business logic for bugs, mathematical errors, and security
risks. The audit verifies that the code honors the whitepaper. In addition, this
service includes mainnet testing and proactive communication with the
project owners to ensure full comprehension of the project to provide the
best possible code review quality.
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Overview
Findings Summary
Findings Resolved
Total Findings

8

8

High Security Findings

4

4

Medium Security Findings

0

0

High Logical Findings

0

0

Medium Logical Findings

2

2

Informational Findings

2

2

ID

Section

Type

Severity

Page

Status

PRE-01

Presale

Logical

Medium

7-9

Resolved

PRE-02

Presale

Logical

Medium

10-11

Resolved

PRE-03

Presale

Logical

Informational

12-14

Resolved

PRI-01

PrivatePresale

Security

High

17

Resolved

PUB-01

PublicPresale

Security

High

19

Resolved

PUB-02

PublicPresale

Logical

Informational

20-21

Resolved

PAL-01

PresaleAllocation

Security

High

23

Resolved

PAL-02

PresaleAllocation

Security

High

24-25

Resolved
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Contract Addresses
Please ensure you are interacting with the correct contract addresses.

PrivatePresale

0xaAB9d20FF789cE7937654563a2A526A42892Fb56
Please ensure the following in the contract:
1. Open
https://ftmscan.com/address/0xaAB9d20FF789cE7937654563a2A526A42892Fb
56#readContract
2. Ensure that the "owner" field is set to
0x52673b88f667897958860782BCDf0E2a1Edcd1A1 (Ooze Finance's Mutlisig
Address)

PresaleAllocation

0x62C0E5988E7C545D5145Ae14eD07D933E1d75cEa
Please ensure the following in the contract before calling the "redeem" function:
1. Open
https://ftmscan.com/address/0x62C0E5988E7C545D5145Ae14eD07D933E1d75cE
a#readContract
2. Ensure that the "tokenAddress" field matches the contract address of the
OozeToken (not yet deployed as of this audit)
3. Ensure that the "tokenVaultAddress" field matches the contract address of the
OozeTaxVault (not yet deployed as of this audit)

PublicPresale

0x26eA87706ba1FB467ACa69C3Ffa92551666AD8f4
Please ensure the following in the contract:
Open
https://ftmscan.com/address/0x26eA87706ba1FB467ACa69C3Ffa92551666AD8f
4#readContract
Ensure that the "owner" field is set to
0x52673b88f667897958860782BCDf0E2a1Edcd1A1 (Ooze Finance's Mutlisig
Address)
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Ooze Presale Flowchart
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Audit Findings
Presale
PRE-01 - Logical Medium Severity
The intention is to use Usdc on the Fantom network, but the contract allows
dynamically choosing another token. This can potentially conflict with the
"maximumPurchaseCurrency" and "minimumPurchaseCurrency" variables' default
values that expect the decimals of the token to be 6, which may not be true for tokens
other than Usdc.

Recommendation

Hardcode the Usdc address (0x04068DA6C83AFCFA0e13ba15A6696662335D5B75)
in the "currencyAddress" and "currencyToken" variables in lines 57 and 58, make the
variables constant, and remove the "setCurrencyToken" function in line 148.
Pros
Reduces room for errors
Reduces admin functions
Simplifies code
Saves some gas
Cons
Reduced flexibility as the token cannot be changed
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Audit Findings
Presale
PRE-01 - Logical Medium Severity
Alternative

Ensure that the variables "maximumPurchaseCurrency" and
"minimumPurchaseCurrency" have the correct decimals set in the "setCurrencyToken"
function.
Pros
Allows dynamically choosing the token
Cons
More complicated code
Multiple variables are tightly occupied
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Audit Findings
Presale
PRE-01 - Logical Medium Severity
Resolution

The team has resolved this issue.
The Usdc address has been hardcoded into the code and cannot be changed.
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Audit Findings
Presale
PRE-02 - Logical Medium Severity
"presaleTotal" is set to 0 in the "setPresaleParameters" function, which will reset the
tracker for how much has already been spent in the presale. This will break the logic for
"presaleMaximum" if "setPresaleParameters" is called during a presale.

Recommendation

Do not set "presaleTotal" to 0 in "setPresaleParameters".
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Audit Findings
Presale
PRE-02 - Logical Medium Severity
Alternative

If "presaleTotal" needs to be set to 0 for any reason, it's preferable to have that done in
a separate function, e.g. "resetPresaleTotal", with documentation explaining why it is
needed or in what circumstance it would be used.

Resolution

The team has resolved this issue.
"presaleTotal" is no longer being reset to 0.
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Audit Findings
Presale
PRE-03 - Logical Informational Severity
The documentation for "setPresaleAllocation" states that the variables are required and
should be set in the constructor, but the function is "external" and the inheriting
contracts don't call this function in their constructors.

Recommendation

Simply change the documentation to not mention that the variables should be set in the
constructor. This aligns with the other variables in the contract that are also required.
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Audit Findings
Presale
PRE-03 - Logical Informational Severity
Alternative

Change the function to "public", and change the "PrivatePresale" and "PublicPresale"
constructors to explicitly call it.
Pros
Ensures the necessary variables are set
Aligns code with documentation
Avoids reverting the "buyPresaleAllocation" function if "setPresaleAllocation" isn’t
called beforehand
Cons
Constructors require an extra argument
The "PresaleAllocation" contract has to be deployed before the "PrivatePresale" and
"PublicPresale" contracts
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Audit Findings
Presale
PRE-03 - Logical Informational Severity
Resolution

The team has resolved this issue.
The "presaleAllocation" and "allocation" variables can only be set in the constructor on
contract deployment.
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Overview
Presale
This contract transfers Usdc tokens from users' wallets, and then assigns the
users the corresponding unit allocation. The unit allocation is used to calculate
how many presale tokens should be sent to the users' wallets.
The "minimumPurchaseCurrency" and "maximumPurchaseCurrency" publicly
viewable variables dictate minimum and maximum limits on how much each
address can spend in Usdc. They default to 100 Usdc and 1000 Usdc
respectively. The contract owner has admin powers to change these values.
The "currencyVaultAddress" publicly viewable variable contains the address
that receives the Usdc tokens from the users. This variable is meant to be set to
the multisig address. It can only be set once on contract deployment and
cannot be changed after the contract is deployed.
The "presaleAllocationAddress" publicly viewable variable contains the address
of the "PresaleAllocation" contract. That contract is described later in this audit.
The variable can only be set once on contract deployment and cannot be
changed after the contract is deployed.
The "presalePrice" non-publicly viewable variable is used to determine the
allocation units based on the amount of Usdc tokens spent. The contract owner
has admin powers to change this value.
The "notBefore" non-publicly viewable variable is used to set the time for when
users will be allowed to start calling the "buyPresaleAllocation" function. The
contract owner has admin powers to change this value.
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Overview
Presale
The "presaleMaximum" non-publicly viewable variable dictates the maximum
amount of Usdc tokens that can be spent in a presale. If set to 0, the presale will
have no maximum limit. The contract owner has admin powers to change this
value.
The "presaleTotal" publicly-viewable variable stores the actual amount of Usdc
tokens raised.
The "remainingForSale" publicly viewable function returns how many Usdc
tokens can still be spent on the presale. It returns 2^256-1 if "presaleMaximum"
is set to 0, indicating that there is no limit. Otherwise, it returns the difference
between "presaleMaximum" and "presaleTotal". The lowest it can return is 0,
indicating that the presale has sold out (does not apply for guaranteed whitelist
spots).
The "buyPresaleAllocation" function is what users call to spend their Usdc
tokens to receive in exchange the tokens being sold in the presale. This function
transfers the Usdc tokens from users' wallets. Therefore, as a prerequisite of
calling this function, users need to give approval in the Usdc smart contract to
allow the presale contract to withdraw the Usdc tokens from their wallets. The
contract owner has admin powers to pause or unpause this function, which
stops or allows users to call it.
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Audit Findings
PrivatePresale
PRI-01 - Security High Severity
The multisig gnosis address can't be used directly to deploy the contract on the
blockchain, and therefore is not the contract owner on deployment. The deploying nonmultisig address will need to explicitly call the "transferOwnership" function postdeployment. If ownership is not transferred to the multisig address, the non-multisig
address will have unilateral control over the contract, and will be able to call any
function unilaterally.

Recommendation

Call the "_transferOwnership" function with the multisig address as the argument in the
constructor to ensure that the multisig address is the contract owner from deployment.

Resolution

The team has resolved this issue.
The multisig address is the contract owner on deployment.
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Overview
PrivatePresale
This smart contract implements a whitelisted presale. A subset of the
whitelisted addresses are guaranteed to be able to purchase the maximum
allocation allowed, even if the presale sells out.
The smart contract requires complex inputs to be sent to it in order to ensure
the correct functionality of the whitelist verification. This audit only verifies the
logic of this feature in the audited smart contract, but does not ensure the
correct usage of this feature (e.g. in the dApp) outside of the audited smart
contracts.
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Audit Findings
PublicPresale
PUB-01 - Security High Severity
The multisig gnosis address can't be used directly to deploy the contract on the
blockchain, and therefore is not the contract owner on deployment. The deploying nonmultisig address will need to explicitly call the "transferOwnership" function postdeployment. If ownership is not transferred to the multisig address, the non-multisig
address will have unilateral control over the contract, and will be able to call any
function unilaterally.

Recommendation

Call the "_transferOwnership" function with the multisig address as the argument in the
constructor to ensure that the multisig address is the contract owner from deployment.

Resolution

The team has resolved this issue.
The multisig address is the contract owner on deployment.
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Audit Findings
PublicPresale
PUB-02 - Logical Informational Severity
Only "proof[0]" is used to track "lastBuy". This could limit the success of the anti-bot
mechanism in certain scenarios.

Recommendation

In addition to using "proof[0]", also use the wallet address, which will improve the antibot mechanism.
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Audit Findings
PublicPresale
PUB-02 - Logical Informational Severity
Resolution

The team has resolved this issue.
The wallet addresses are also being used in the anti-bot mechanism.
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Overview
PublicPresale
This smart contract implements a public presale with an anti-bot mechanism
that attempts to limit the frequency of buys from a single user.
The smart contract requires complex inputs to be sent to it in order to ensure
the correct functionality of the anti-bot mechanism. This audit only verifies the
logic of this feature in the audited smart contract, but does not ensure the
correct usage of this feature (e.g. in the dApp) outside of the audited smart
contracts.
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Audit Findings
PresaleAllocation
PAL-01 - Security High Severity
The multisig gnosis address can't be used directly to deploy the contract on the
blockchain, and therefore is not the admin role of the contract on deployment. The
deploying non-multisig address will need to explicitly call the "grantRole" function postdeployment, and then its admin role needs to be revoked. If the admin role is not
transferred to the multisig address, the non-multisig address will have unilateral control
over the contract, and is able to call any function unilaterally.

Recommendation

Change the "_grantRole" calls in the constructor to directly grant all of the roles to the
multisig address.

Resolution

The team has resolved this issue.
The multisig address is the contract admin on deployment.
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Audit Findings
PresaleAllocation
PAL-02 - Security High Severity
The "decreaseAllocation" and "decreaseAllocationByTokens" functions can be used to
reduce any user's allocation of tokens, but does not ensure that they receive the
corresponding tokens.

Recommendation

Remove these functions entirely.
Pros
Guarantees that all users are able to claim the tokens they've purchased in the
presale
Cons
Less flexibility in automating token redemption

Alternative

Document clearly why these functions exist, and in which circumstances they will be
used.
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Audit Findings
PresaleAllocation
PAL-02 - Security High Severity
Alternative

Have these functions send the corresponding tokens to users.

Resolution

The team has resolved this issue.
The documentation has been clarified, indicating that these functions will only be used
by the NFT pre-minter. These functions can only be called by the "ALLOCATOR_ROLE",
which will only be assigned to the necessary contracts that require this functionality.
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Overview
PresaleAllocation
This contract is used to keep track of how many units have been allocated to
each address, and transfers the corresponding tokens to the users' wallets.
The "tokenAddress" publicly viewable variable (and corresponding "token"
variable) contains the address of the token that users can claim in the presales.
This should be set to the "OozeToken" contract address. The contract owner has
admin powers to change this address.
The "tokenVaultAddress" publicly viewable variable (and corresponding
"tokenVault" variable) contains the address of the "OozeTaxVault" contract that
holds the Ooze tokens to transfer them to the users. The contract owner has
admin powers to change this address.
The "notBefore" non-publicly viewable variable is used to set the time for when
users will be allowed to start calling the "redeem" function. The contract owner
has admin powers to change this value.
The "allocated" publicly viewable variable is used to track the unit allocation of
each address. This is used to calculate the amount of Ooze tokens that each
address can redeem.
The "allocationToTokens" publicly viewable function calculates and returns the
Ooze token amount corresponding to the specified "allocation" parameter.
The "tokensToAllocation" publicly viewable function calculates and returns the
unit allocation amount corresponding to the specified "tokens" parameter.
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Overview
PresaleAllocation
The "allocatedTokens" publicly viewable function returns the amount of Ooze
tokens that are allocated to the specified "_address" parameter.
The "increaseAllocation" function can be called to increase the unit allocation of
any address.
The "decreaseAllocation" function can be called to decrease the unit allocation
of any address.
The "decreaseAllocationByTokens" function can be called to decrease the unit
allocation of any address.
The "redeem" function is what users call to redeem the Ooze tokens that are
allocated to them. It requires that the balance of the tokens in the "tokenVault"
contract is enough to send to users the allocated amounts. The "sendTokens"
function in the "tokenVault" contract is called to send the tokens to users'
wallets. Any address that has been granted "PAUSER_ROLE" can pause this
function and stop users from being able to call it.
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Audit Findings
Additional Findings
IPresaleAllocation
No findings.

IVault

No findings.

ERC20Taxable
No findings.

Note: Only the single function "balanceOf" that is relevant to the presale has
been audited. The remaining code will be checked in a future audit.

OozeToken
No findings.

Note: Only the single function "balanceOf" that is relevant to the presale has
been audited. The remaining code will be checked in a future audit.

OozeTaxVault
No findings.

Note: Only the single function "sendTokens" that is relevant to the presale
has been audited. The remaining code will be checked in a future audit.
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How to Interpret Findings
Security - High Severity
Indicates that users’ funds are at risk or that there is a high
probability of exploitation.

Security - Medium Severity
No risk to the protocol or those who interact with it, however it
should be highlighted nonetheless.

Logical - High Severity
Indicates that the errors puts users’ funds at risk, or can result in
significant functional failure in the code.

Logical - Medium Severity
Indicates some functional failure or discrepancy in the code.

Logical - Informational Severity
Minor discrepancy between the intended functionality of the code
and the implementation, which does not result in functional failure,
or a recommendation to improve the logic.

Yellow Text
Indicates centralization of control and admin powers.
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Disclaimer
The information in this deep logic audit report objectively describes
the smart contracts being audited, and points out logical and
mathematical errors, security risks and vulnerabilities, and
optimization opportunities in the audited code. This deep logic
audit does not ensure the correctness or authenticity of any
software or dApp that interacts with or claims to interact with any
smart contract.
This audit report does not constitute any advice whatsoever. You
are solely responsible for conducting your own due diligence and
consulting your financial advisor before making any investment
decisions. While our deep logic audits raise the level of security,
reliability, mathematical accuracy, and logical soundness of the
smart contracts reviewed, they do not amount to any form of
warranty or guarantee that the reviewed smart contracts are void
of any weaknesses, vulnerabilities, or bugs. Prisma Shield and its
founders, employees, owners, and associates are not liable for any
damage or loss of funds. Please ensure trust in the team prior to
investing as this deep logic audit does not guarantee the promised
use of your funds.
You can find the full disclaimer, terms and conditions, and privacy
policy on the prismashield.com website.
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Introducing Deep Logic
Smart Contract
Auditing to Web3

prismashield.com

prismashield@gmail.com

PrismaShield

PrismaShield

